Channel Heart Bracelet
Stacy Arnold

For this project you will need a tissue blade, 1/8ths round cane bender, EasyBangle Form, a
heart shaped cutter, a veneer sheet and a backing sheet both at a #1 thickness on your pasta
machine. Premo Sculpey Accents in White Gold Glitter and Premo Sculpey Black.
The EasyBangle Form and the 1/8ths round cane bender can be purchased @tinypandora.com
*I used the EasyBangle form to control the comfort curve for my wrist and as a measure to
control the size of my veneer. Who wants to waste clay? I like the consistency in shape of the

round bender. Toothpicks or a paintbrush handle could work as well. Ensuring not to impress

where it starts to taper off.
Cut out the required number of hearts necessary for your project. Impress the 1/8th round cane
bender extending the length of the heart. Press evenly and firmly ensuring the same depth
across the heart.

Place the hearts on the EasyBangle form and top with your veneer hearts. Check that you still
have an opening on both sides.
Bake at your clay’s manufacturing instructions and allow to completely cool.

The veneer: Cut strips in varying widths and alternate

Placing them.
Fold in half and run through the pasta machine. Continue several more times to reach your
desired result.

Supplies: 320 wet/dry sandpaper, 6mm or 8mm beads (or make your own).
Stretch Magic and super glue.
I will finish my hearts withTiny Pandora DeepShine UV resin. You will want to apply a finish to
secure the fine glitter in the clay.

Finger test for smoothness. It’s up to you to continue sanding with finer grits. I find it not
necessary once the DeepShine has been applied.

A small amount goes a long way. Dip your brush and allow excess to drip off.

Apply using long deliberate strokes with minimal pressure. Wipe away excess that has
accumulated on the edges. I treat this product like liquid gold! I sealed the sides and the back
with Varathane Polyurethane. I have a lifetime supply and less costly.

This brush comes with the kit. I snug it tightly within aluminum foil when not in use.

Decide your layout. I chose the 6 mm beads and the hearts facing each other. String them onto
the Stretch Magic. Make sure you cut a long enough piece to tie off once beaded.

Tie into a surgeon’s knot and secure with superglue. I like this stuff!

Use any type of super glue you have. Trim the excess Stretch magic once completely dry.

I hope you enjoy this project as much as I did!
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